In winter, Wallberg entices with one of Germany’s longest sledding runs. The exciting run, which takes sliders down to the valley whooping with joy, is over 6 kilometres long.

Ski mountaineers and powder snow enthusiasts will get their money’s worth on the ungroomed ski run. The black run and former FIS run that takes you down the Erlenhang and Glaslhang slopes has become an insider tip for free riders and powder snow enthusiasts. The 3.2-kilometer run is, however, definitely only recommended for extremely good skiers and snowboarders.

Natalie Geisenberger, winner of two Olympic medals in luge and reigning world champion, is a welcome and frequently seen guest at Wallberg mountain. The neighbouring Spitzingsee-Tegernsee ski area is also well worth a visit for both skiers and snowboarders.

Experience a wonderful sense of freedom and enjoy a spectacular panoramic view during a trip up Wallberg mountain in our cable car. Enjoy the magnificent feeling of exhilaration as you glide towards the peak with a view of the picturesque Tegernsee lake below you. With every metre you ascend you can leave your everyday life farther and farther behind you.

Welcome to Bavaria’s “sunshine mountain” awaits you on Wallberg mountain and in the surrounding area. Regardless of whether you are in the mood for “simply” walking up the 100 meters in elevation gain between the top of the cable car station and the mountain peak or whether you are looking for a real challenge, the hiking area from Risserkogel to Setzberg offers you endless possibilities. The only thing limiting you is the time at your disposal.

The luxury of choice… is what adventurous day trippers and the extended family will find here — as will experienced hikers, nature lovers and climbers. An extensive network of marked, well-developed hiking trails and steep mountain paths, as well as climbing routes on Plankenstein mountain and the Alpine nature trail in the direction of Risserkogel, extend an enticing invitation to come and explore.

Everything the heart desires
Wallberg mountain is a child-friendly mountain offering a variety of hiking trails that even the youngest child can manage and an Alpine nature trail that makes learning about the flora and fauna child’s play – in the true sense of the word. And who knows: perhaps there is an elf or two hiding behind the rocks.

Experience the height of romance … when you glide up Wallberg mountain toward the “high point” of any special occasion in our specially decorated romantic gondola.

Successful aerial manoeuvres … are really demonstrated by the paragliders and hang-gliders that are drawn to Wallberg mountain by its usually excellent thermal lift. What could be better than – carried by the wind – enjoying the endless freedom of the skies and a view of the picture-postcard panorama surrounding Tegernsee lake. Here native golden eagles majestically circle the skies. Our cable car takes you up into their flight territory and hunting ground. With a little luck, you might observe them in their natural habitat.

Allow your mind and spirit to wander … an easy task amidst the wonders that Mother Nature has to offer on Wallberg mountain and in the surrounding area. Experience the mountain’s richly diverse flora and fauna at its best – be it on your way to the cross on the mountain peak or to the 100-year-old Wallberg „Kircherl“ (chapel), which defies both wind and weather – while all the time enjoying the breathtaking view of the valley and the surrounding mountains.

Fabulous views … can also be enjoyed in our panorama restaurant, situated at an elevation of 1620 metres and boasting a large sun terrace. Here you can pamper your palate and enjoy the delights of the regional cuisine. Deck chairs are available for sun-worshippers on the mountain plateau. Culture meets Mother Nature at the restaurant’s now legendary evening events. Would you like to learn more? www.wallberg-restaurant.de
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